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Numerical Analysis to Quantify the Influence of Smear Zone Characteristics on 
PreloadingDesign in Soft Clay 

Analyses numeriqoes pour quantifier I'influence des caracteristiques de la zone end om magee sur 
la,conception de prechargement dans les argiles molles 

Parsa-Pajouh A., FatahiB., Khabbaz 1;1. 
School of Civil and Env:ironmental Engineering, University of Technology Sydney (UTS), Sydney, Australia 

ABSTR.ACT: Tn \:111" pITper, the effects of uncertainties of ~mear zone charadelistics induced by installation oCprd.abricaled vertical 
drains on the pre1oadir.g design are numerically investigated, FLAC 2D finite difference software with additional deve10ped 
subroutines has bee~:employed to conduct the numerical simulations. TIle finite difference analyses have been verit1ed using a case 
study. FLlrthcnuorc, a'.coinprehensive parametric study is conducted to investigate the inilue-nce of iimear zone permeability and extent 
on the model prcciictl0l1S. Re~lllts of thi::; study indicate thaI the assumplive properties for smear zone characteristics may result in 
inaccurate predictions -of ground dciollllaLions and pore '\-vater pres;;ures. This may lead to early removaL of the surcharge in thc 
construction process causing excessive post construction settlcment ft is recommended to practising cngineers to usc results oftrial 
prdoading to back calculate the required smear zone characleristics in the early stages of embankment construction 10 optimize the 
design. 

RESULvlE: Dans eet article, les cffets des incertitudes des caracteristiques de la zone cndommagee induites par l'installation des 
drains verticaux pre,ral'lf1ques sur 1a conception du prechargement sont etudies par une methode numerique. I.e logiciel de difterenccs 
finis FLAC2D avec sous-programmes additiollllds a etc utilise a1111 de r~aliser les simulations nl1ll1eriques. Les analys\:s de 
differences 11nis ont ete verifiees a l'aide d'unc etude de cas. Par ailleurs, une etllde pan.1metrique approD-lndie cst effcctucc afrn 
d'investiguer l'inOuence de 1a penneabihtc de 10. zone endommage sur les predictions du modele. Les resultats de celie dude 
montrent que les proprietes supposees pour Ies caracteristiqucs de la zone endo111mage. peuvcnt enirruner des predictions illcorrectes 
de dcfcHmations du sol ct de pressions illterstitielles. Cda pent conduire a un retrait precocc de la surcharge dans ie processus de 
construction engendrant un lassement post--c-ollstruction excessive. It est reconlmand6 aux ingenicu..-r-s d'utiliseY les r~sulta!s de l'essai 
de prechargement afin de calt-uler les caractbistiques requises de !a zone endommage-e pour optimiser b conception. 
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rNRODUCnON 

Finding efficient ground improvement techniques to modify the 
soft soil properlies, considering the project time limitation and 
the construction cost has been a continuous challenge for the 
construction companies. Various ground improvement methods 
have been proposed to improve the strength properties of the 
soIl soil. In the last 1WO decades, employing prefabricated 
vertical drain (PVD) assisted preloading has been recognised as 
a very efficient gronnd improvement method for sites with deep 
soft soil deposits (Holtz et al. 1991; Shang el al. 1998; 
Indraratna et al. 2005). Installation of the prefabricated vertical 
drains using mandrel, induces disturbance of the soil 
surrounding the drain, resulting in a smear zone of reduced 
permeability adversely affecting the consolidation process. 
PrcdictiIl.g the soil behaviour SWToWlding the drain requires an 
accurate estimation of the smear zone properties. Generally, two 
major parameters are proposed to charactclise the smear zoue; 
the permeability (ks), ilnd (he extent (1',) of the smear zone. 
Figure 1 illustrates -t.'le CJOss section of prefabricated vertical 
drains SUlTOlWdcd by smear %one, which are instalkd in 
rectangular pattem. Determining both the smear ZOlle exte.nt 
and its permeability is :l challenging task. According to 
literature, very diverse values are reported for the permeability 
ratio (k,/k,J and extent ratio (r,/1'ro), which are illustrated in 
Figure 2. The proposed range shows that the extent oftlle smear 
zone (r,;) may vary betv,ieen 1.6 to 7 times of the drain radius 
(r".) or, 1.0 lO 6 times of mandrel equivalent diameter (I'm). The 
proposed range tor the permeability ratio (kjK,) is 1.3 to 10, 
where kh is the hOJizonlal pemoeubi1ily oethe intact soi1. 
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figur" 1. Cross sect jon ofPVD surrounding by smear ZOlle 

An~ly\i, u a FEM <> A,,"umd + 

Figure 2. Proposed values lor smear 7)me characl¢Jistics 

It can be observed that wide rang~s arc proposed tor kJ/k .. and 
1'/1'111 and there is no definite method 10 predict these parmneters 
precisely to be used by practising engineers. The assumptive 
properties for smear zone characteristics may result in 
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inaccurate predictions of the ground behaviour. This can lead to 
eady removal of surcharge in construction process resulting in 
excessive post construction settlement. Therefore. it is essmtial 
to study the inilucncc of the ullCerlaillties in the smear zone size 
and its permeabilily on the prdoading design to improve lhc 
periormance of soft deposits. Thus, a mlmerical code using 
FLAC 2D has been de\'e1opcd in this siudy to investigate the 
uncertainties ~)f PVD smear zone characteristics on the 
prc10ading design which can be used to back calculate smear 
ZOlle characteristics lor actual prdoading projects. 

2 l\uJ\.1ERlCAL MODELLING 

In the present study, FLAC 2D v6.0 has been empioyed to 
model the PVD assisted preloading process focusing on smear 
zone uncertainties. Required new subroulines have been wrihen 
using the built-in programming fanguage FISH (FLACish) to 
tailor analyses to :mit specific needs for the paramelric study, 
giving the following unique advantages to the developed code 
for this study; (i) automatic mesh generalion process by entering 
the required parameters to modify the grid pattem insidt: and 
outside The smear zone; (ii) ability to change diJ1crcnt 
parameters such as the model dimensions. vertical drain 
propelties, subsoil profile, smear zone characteristics and 
preloading eonditions; (iii) the option to define the exac-t 
location of desired points to generate and plot any fUTUre history 
graphs; and (iv) automatic solving process based on the 
modified input data. Chiuagong Sea Port in Bangladesh with 
J.O m high embankment on 9 m deep soft clay, has been 
selected tor the l111melioll simulations and verification of the 
developed code and subroutines. 

2.1. Case Swdy: Chi!!agrmg Sea Port in Bangladesh 

Accordillg to Dhar et aL (20 J 1), a container yard ha:; been 
construeled at Chittag,-mg Port, the largest sea port in 
Bangladesh, for handling loaded containers. The site is located 
on the bank of Karnafully river beside the Bay of Bengal in !be.: 
1ndian Ocean. The yard covers an area of 60,700 m2 and was 
designed to support a container load producing a contact 
pressure of approxinlately 56 kPa, Geotechnical investigations 
revealed the presence of a soft to very soft clayey silt/silty day 
deposit with a thickness of approximately 7 m (Figure 3). 
Preloading: -with prefabricated ve11ical drains was adopted to 
preconsolidate Ihe compressible soft deposits, which was 
followed by the field monitoring. Venieal drains were installed 
down to the depth of approximately 9 111 below the ground level 
in square paHer to cover the full depth of the soil clay. A 
surcharge load consisting of 3.0 m high fill of sand was placed 
for prcJoadjng. Sure barge malc'Tial was plae~d in two layers of 
approximately equal thickness. The sides of the surcharge load 
were kept vertical along th~ bmmdarics of the area using sand 
bags and brick stacks. Figme 3 shmvs a profile detailing the 
ground improvement work schematically. In addition, Figure 4 
shows the construction history of the embankment 

Figure 3. Cross section of constmcted embankment 
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Figure 4. Conslructionhi~lory (Chitlagoug Port embankment) 

FLAC 2D numerical code incorporating modified Cam-Clay 
constitutive soil model has been employed to simulate 
Chittagong Port preloading process applying plane strain 
conditions. The zero exce~s pore water pressure has been 
considered along the vertical drains and the ground sUlface 
boundary to model the PVD and surface drainage, respedivciy. 
Adl)pted soil properties in the numerical analysis are 
summerised in Table 1. 

Tabk I. Adopted soil propenies (aftel' Dhar et aL 2011) 

Snil y, k, !G/ 
t.-ay~r , .... 1 '. c, 

kN/m' Hr"Ill(s I~pc X,, 

Clay"y Soft 

S;lt soil 
(1.94 0.13 (L026 0.3 US 14_0 1_3] L5 

The equivalent plane-strain penm~<lbililY (kill)) proposed by 
Indraratna and Redana (2000) has been used in the numerical 
analysis, 

(kh/kj;) = 0.67! [(1n(I1)-0.75] (1) 

(k,/kl!p) = j3 i [(kl~,,!kh) [(In(ll!s)+(k//k,.) In(s)-OJ5]-a] (2) 

a = 2(n-sll [3(1l-})I/l (3) 

j-J = [2(s-1) I (n-l)n"} * [n(n -s-1) +1 13 (,/+8+ 1)] (4) 

where, kh and kl!p are axisymmetric and plallc-saain horlzontal 
permeability values of intact zone respectively, k" and k~p are 
axiSy1nmc-tric and pJane~strain permeability values of smear 
zone, respectively, a and fJ are geometric coeffieients, n is the 
spacing ratio equal to B/b"-, where Band bw arc equivalent plane
strain radius of the influencc zone and radius of the drain 
respectively, and s=r/r", The value of kh needs to be 
detem1ined first (laboratory or field), then k]ip Cfu'1 be calculated 
using Equation (1). Whcn k;,p is knmvu, t,p can be obtained 
from Equation (2). The discretised plane- strain tlnite-diftere,nce 
mesh composed of quadlilateral elements is shown in Figure 5, 
where only half of the lnal embankment is considered by 
exploiting symmetry. 

Fif,,--un~ 5. Sampk of mesh grid p\i[lcm for Chittagong Pt1Tt emhankment 
considering tbc smear 

Numcr"ical results are compared \vith the field measurem..-:nts in 
Figure 6, According to Figure 6, FLAC predictions are in a 
good agreement \vith the field measurements considering 
kb!ks=2 and r/l'm=3. cnle primalY consolidation settlement is 
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pr0dici0d to-be approximately 258 mm. As illustrated in Figures 
4 and 6, the field settLement is measured immediately after 
placing the surcharge to the fbII height of3 m (after 12 days). 
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Figure 6.CompaJi~on of numerical results with filed data 

3 PARA.i\JETRIC STIJDY ANlJ DISCUSSION 

Pm'ametrrc studies have been conducted to investigate the 
influence of the smear .zone characteristics on the pre10ading 
design simulating Chittagong Port case study \v1th the ddails 
prcsentBd in the previous section. For this purpose. k;,/k, 
(penm,ability Tallu) and r,/r", (extent ratio) bye been changed 
ft:om :2 to 5. Figure 7 illustrates the parametric study result'> for 
settlement-time relationships. 
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Figure 7. Parametric study r0.~ults for Chiltagong port case history at 
point Gl; (:l) r/f;,t"'2; (b) f/fTI.=J; (c) r,h'n,=4; and Cd) r,irOl=5 

According to Fi.gure 7, the settlement cmvcs are converged to a 
unique value of approximately 258 mm, which is the primary 
consol(dation settlement. nle required time to obt.ain 90% of 
primary consolidation settlement (232 mru) has been considered 
to investigate the eftect of smear zone propelties 011 
consolidation process. According to figure 73, the minimum 
time of 34 days is needed to achieve 90% degree of 
consolidation, consideling kh.ik,=2 and r,/rm=2. \Vhen smear 

zone properties are kl!k,,=5 and r/r"I=5, the rcquired lime would 
be the maximum and equal to 67 days, which is approximately 
twice longer than the minimum (~ee Fib'11re 7d). According to 
ihc settlement curves in Figure 7, the influence of smear zone 
permeability variations is more critical when the smear zone 
extent ratio is larger. For instance the required time to obtain 
90~·"" degree of consolidation has been increased by 56% (6'om 
34 days to 53 days) changing the penneabitity ratio from 2 to 5 
considering the extent ratio equal to 2. \vhile this boost is 80% 
(fron137 days to 67 days) for extent ra!io of 5. 

TIle genera! trend in Figures 7(a)-7(d) shows thai changing 
lhe renneability ratio in a smaller mnge results in large 
variations of the required time to Gbtain 90% degree of 
consolidation considering a constant extent ratio. A.ccording to 
Figure 7(a), the consolidation time is increased by 23%, by 
varying the permeability ratio from 2 to 3, while lhiil change is 
17% and 12% \\fhen the permcability ratio is changed from 3 to 
4 and 4 to 5, respectively. 

Figure 8 illustrates the numerical parametric smdy results 
investigating the influence of the smear zone PI"opclties on tlle 
excess pore water pressure (EPWP) dissipation. Graphs are 
plotted for point G2 locakd at the depth of 4m (see Figure 3). 
Fibrure 8 confinns that increa.~ing the penneability and extent 
ratios pmkl1lgs the pore water pressure dissipation process 
considerabty. According to Figure 8, the permeability ratio is 
more critical p<lfameter L~an the extent ratio, ailhougb Ule 
influence of extent ratio variation <)11 ih..:: consoliJution time can 
not be neglected. For example, accordillg to Figure 8b, there is 
t60% difference between the predicted excess pore pressure 
values after 34 days (90% of the field degree of consolidation] 
forkh/k<~2 (EPWP=13 kPa) and kb/k;,'"5 (EPV..'P=34 kP3.). while 
keeping r,ll'm=3. 
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Figure 8. Effect of smear zone properties on excess puf¢ wal¢r pn;ssux.;, 
dissipation for ChiHagong p0l1 case history at point G2 
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The required time io obtain 90% degree of consolidation for 
different smear zone properties is illustrated in Figure 9 using 
parametric study results, which presents a bettcr intcll1rctatiQl1 
of the effeds Ol the smear zone properties on consolidation 
lime. According to Figure 9, the consolidation time significantly 
depends on the S1TI(:3.f zone pcnneability and extent. For 
example, assuming r/rm=2, for the case with kjk,;=2 and 
k]/k,=5, the required times to obtain 90% degree of 
consolidation arc approximately 33 days and 53 days, 
respectively, illdicating 60% difference. it can b~ noted that the 
dilie-rence is more significant for larger values ofr,lrm. 
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Figure 9. Predicted time to c.(Jtain 90% d0grcc of cons~)jjdl;!tion 

Figure 9 cleady indicates that the smear ZOl1e extent ratlo (rjrm) 
is an important parameter intluencing the consoLidatioll time 
and cannot be neglected. Varying r,/r~ in the range of 2 to 5, 
assuming k)/k, as a constant parameter can influence the 
required consolidation time by more than 25%. Combined 
etiects of uncertainties in the smear zone extent and 
permeability will result in momentoU$ ch<mges of consolidation 
time. Results presented in Figure 9 in_dicate that i11e influence of 
uncertainties in r,/rm becomes more important when 
penneability of smear ZODe decreases. 

According to the back calculation results presented in 
Figure 6, the predicted settlement curve is ill the best agreement 
wi[h the field measurement.s considering smear zone properties 
ofkh/k,''''2 and r/rm=3. The required time to obtain 90% degree 
of consolidation for this condition is equal to 34 days, which is 
highlighted as point S2 in Figure 9. A vertical Hne is plotted 
fl:om 4>0%,= 34 days, which int.::rsects the set of lin..;s at points 
Sl, S2, 53 and S4. Sme:lf zone properties at these points arc 
summarised in Table 2. 

Point Sl SO S3 S4 

~,!k, 2.10 2.0 1.85 1.75 

r,/rm 2 4 5 

Numerical analyses applying developed FLAC code haye been 
conducted to compare the settlement and excess pore water 
pressure variations against the consolidation time. Different 
combinations of smear zone extent and permeability may result 
in the same 4(1%= 34 days and predictions are presented in 
Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. FLAC analysis resulls [or points in T~iblc 2 (a) Settlement 

variatiDn; (b) Excess pore water pressure dissip:lJion 

Figure 10 shows that the curves for the settlement variatiollS 
and the excess pore water pressure dissipatiolls \vith time follow 
th.-:: same trend for points 31, S2, S3 and 84. 11,eretore, smear 
zone properties of any of t.hese points can be adop1ed for the 
practical d.-::sign purposes. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

PreLoading time during consolidation process can significantly 
be aiTeded by fonnation of the smear zone in the -vicinity of the 
prefabricated vertical drains (I'VDs). Smear zone is a reduced 
permeability area induced by mandrel insertion that halts the 
consolidation process. Available literature proposes a wi.de 
range for the smear zone exr-ent and penneabililY and yd L.1ere 
is no definite prediction method that can be used to estimate the 
extent of smear zone and its penneability to be used in the 
design procedure. In !his study, numerical analyses have been 
employed to investigak the effects of unecrtainti~s of smear 
zone characteristics on the pre10ading design. FLAC 2D 
soft\.varc has. been employed to develop a numerical code 
assisting with the parametric study and back calculating smear 
zone properties. TIJC vClification exercise on Chitta gong port 
case hi.story confirms th~ validity of the developed numericai 
code. According to the parametric study results the properties of 
the smear zone have key roles on the required consolidation 
time to achieve- a certain soil strength and stiffness satisfying 
both bearing capacity and settlement design criteria. Therefore, 
accurate estimation of the properties of smear zone based on the 
soil type and the installation methl)d is vital lor me grOlmd 
improvement projeds adopting PVD assisted prel(lading. 
Results of ihis study indicate thai assumptive properties for 
smear zone charaete~stics may result in inaccurate predictions 
of QI'ound deformations and p~re warer pressures, This can lead 
to ;arly removal of surcharge in c-onstmctlon process resulting 
excessive post construction settlement. 11ms, it is recommended 
10 practising geotechnical engineers to back calculate the smear 
zone properties using a trial construction similar to the future 
consnuction procedure. 
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Foreword 

The French Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering (CFMS) is most happy to host 
the l8d

, International Conference on Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering (18th ICSMGE) 
in Paris, France, from Monday 2 to Friday 6 September 2013. The main theme of the Conference is 
"Challenges and Innovations in Geotechnics". 

In agreement with ISSMGE vision for strengthening the role of the Tecll11ical Committees (TCs), the 
18d

, ICSMGE Paris 2013 adopted a new format. The two first days are devoted to plenary sessions 
with the Terzaghi Oration, seven ISSMGE Honour lectnres proposed by the TCs and three Special 
lectures proposed by CFMS. The two following days are devoted to parallel sessions organised by the 
TCs: they inclnde 28 Discussion Sessions and 22 Workshops. Whereas Workshops have a free fonnat, 
the Discussion Sessions are meant to discuss the papers accepted by the ISSMGE Member Societies 
and presented in the four volumes of these Proceedings. 

The structure of the Proceedings corresponds to the organisation of the Conference. They start with 
the Terzaghi Oration, the Honour lectures and the Speciallectnres. Then, the papers are presented ac
cording to the relevant responsible TC. They are introduced by a TC General Report The Proceedings 
also include the papers on Shallow Foundations (Session and General Report organised by CFMS, as 
no TC covers this subject), on Dams, Dykes and Levees (organisedjointiy by TC 201 and TC 210), 
on Geothermal issues (organised jointly by TC 212 and TC 307) and finally the papers on Historic 
sites, as well as on some case stndies (organised by TC 30 I). 

To enhance the diffusion of knowledge feee of charge, no transfer of copyright was requested from 
the authors of the papers published in tilese volumes. All the papers, together with late contributions, 
will be made available free of charge on the various appropriate Internet websites. 

It was quite a fruitful and exciting experience for the Scientific Committee to work hand in hand with 
the TCs for the organisation of this Conference. They were enthusiastic and efficient. The Scientific 
Committee is most grateful to the General Reporters, Chairs, Vice-Chairs and Secretaries of the TCs 
for their great help in making the 18th ICSMGE in Paris a most successful scientific and technical 
event. 

Pierre DELAGE, Jacques DESRUES, Roger FRANK, Alain PUECH, Fran90is SCHLOSSER 
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